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Today, I address the merger of the four First Energy electric utilities in Pennsylvania into a 
single entity, FE PA. Before us for consideration is the Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement 
of seven settling parties and four non-opposing parties. I thank the parties for their work in this 
proceeding, which will restructure the existing First Energy utilities and create the single largest 
electric utility in the state, serving about one third of Pennsylvania's electric load. 

Although on balance many of the provisions of the Joint Petition may be in the public interest, 
three items give me paus&-the potential for First Energy to move its customer service call 
center operations out of Pennsylvania after five years, the lack of a rate case stayout, and a need 
for reporting rules for each historical component. 

As the Settlement currently reads, First Energy commits to retaining its customer service call 
center in Pennsylvania for five years. After that, First Energy only commits to "take steps to 
ensure that a Pennsylvania-focused presence and awareness is represented within its contact 
center operations through means including targeted recruiting efforts for Pennsylvania-based 
representatives, inclusion of a Pennsylvania-focused refresher training module to be provided to 
all representatives taking calls from FE PA customers, and advance notice and discussion with 
the parties to this settlement of FE PA's plans to eliminate and otherwise provide for the services 
enjoyed by the Joint Applicants' customers by the Reading, Pennsylvania contact center."1

According to transaction survey statistics provided to PUC's Bureau of Consumer Services, of 
First Energy's residential and small business customers surveyed in 2022, approximately 78.5 % 
of customers that contacted First Energy's customer service center were somewhat satisfied or 
very satisfied with the ease of reaching the utility and approximately 93% of customers were 
satisfied with the handling of the contact to the utility. Additionally, approximately 95.5 % of 
the customers surveyed were satisfied with the courtesy of the customer service representatives, 
and 93% were satisfied with the representative's knowledge. Only 87.75 % of First Energy's 
customers reported in 2022 that they were satisfied with the utility's overall customer service.2

In past mergers, the Commission has highlighted that customer service representatives located in 
Pennsylvania results in a public benefit to Pennsylvania customers. This principle has been 

1 Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement, 149(b ). 
2 2022 Customer Service Performance Report, available at https://www.puc.pa.gov/media/2566/2022-customer
service-performance-report-final-092623.pdf. 




